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Abstract: Video authentication is becoming increasingly important as video obtain and editing has become easier with the help of
modern technologies. Also, tamper localization is getting more and more difficult due to the great development of editing software.
Signature-based video authentication technologies rely on storing the video signature until authentication is required. This is a drawback
because the signature is controlled by a single entity that can fail. Therefore, the centralized approach is not at all trustworthy. This
paper proposes the use of Blockchain technology to store video signatures to solve such problems. In this framework, the video
signature is stored in a decentralized network. It eliminates the need for a trusted third party and allowing for the control of private
data. This system provides the ability to protect large data from manipulation and alteration attacks on the content. Where the size of
the vector that is embedded on the blockchain is very small in comparison to the size of the video extracted from it. The change in
the vector values indicates the change caused by manipulation within the single frame, so it can be determined which frames were attacked.
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1. Introduction
At present, there are a lot of video recording devices,

also a lot of editing programs used to modify these videos.
This availability of editing tools makes digital videos un-
reliable. Therefore, there is a great need for means to
authenticate digital videos, and to check what modifications
may have been made to them [1]. The digital media
content authentication problem can be solved by two main
directions: watermark-based authentication [2], [3], [4], and
signature-based authentication [5], [6].

Watermark-based authentication technologies add a se-
ries of data (watermark) hidden in the content that needs to
be secured. The addition must be in a way that does not af-
fect the perceptual quality of the content. The watermark is
extracted from the content and compared with the reference
one to discover if the content was forged or not. For the
content to be authentic, the sequences must identical [7].

The second way to secure the content of the multimedia
is to create a digital signature, where the unique features are
extracted from the content and stored as a signature. When
the received multimedia authentication is requested features
are extracted from the received content and compared with
the stored signature. If the content has been forged, the
new extracted feature sequence will differ from the stored
digital signature sequence. The necessity of having a digital
signature available on the side of the encoder, or adding
authentication data to the content itself is a major drawback

of these technologies [6].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents relevant works. Section 3 explains the blockchain
technique, section 4 describes the proposed video documen-
tation method, the results of the scheme are discussed in
section 5, and finally the conclusion in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
In recent times, a lot of research conducted based on

blockchain technology, due to the advantages that this
technology provides [8]. The research [9] suggested a mul-
timedia framework, in which a watermark is embedded in
the images to be authenticated. This watermark contains the
blockchain transaction ID. Once the watermark is extracted,
the ID is passed to the distributed ledger to retrieve the
transaction path.

The research [10] presented a design that will apply
data integrity through an Android device, in which the
integrity of the recorded video is verified over the Inter-
net. A video cryptography hash is created, and then this
hash is transferred to the blockchain. During the integrity
assurance process, a hash of the received video is created
for comparison with those found in the blockchain.

The research [11] relied upon blockchain to create a
design for multimedia digital rights management (DRM).
The content owner information is embedded in the content
data itself. The content is then stored with DRM in a decen-
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Figure 1. An overview of the working principle of the blockchain
[9]

tralized ledger to ensure protection, and misuse detection of
multimedia.

In [12] a prototype video fraud detection was proposed
through the blockchain. The hash value of the video is
created after it is stored via the blockchain nodes. The video
tampering process leads to changes in the hash value of the
video.

Blockchain technology is being exploited in [13] to
ensure that the summary of videos is transmitted safely,
and reliably to consumers. A cryptography hash is created
for the summarized video that is sent via the blockchain, the
system allows remote users to have access to a summarized
video that cannot be tampered with.

The proposed technology ensures video authentication
and detection of where video frames have been tampered
with, by embedding the hash of a blockchain transaction in
the video that wants to be validated.

3. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION
A blockchain is known as a distributed ledger, which is

structured in a linked list of blocks. Each block contains
transactions in an organized set [14]. This technology
provides a new model for securely storing data, as it relies
mainly on decentralization in its work [15]. Fig. 1 shows an
example of how the blockchain works, where payment is
sent from A to B. The transaction is validated by other
nodes. If the transaction fails or is tampered with, the
transaction will not be acknowledged. Eventually, all nodes
will verify the transaction and add it to their copy of
the ledger. Blocks of information about transactions are
arranged and stored together in chronological order and are
thus called a blockchain [9].

All blockchain nodes hold a copy of the information
so that it is not easily taken malicious action against such
information [16]. The new block is linked to the previous
blocks through a unique cryptography hash. To make any
modification for the content of a block, the previous block

will still contain the hash of the next block. Therefore, the
hacker must change all the next blocks for a very large
number of devices that have a copy of the blockchain to
hide the change on one block [17]. So that, the information
on the blockchain is secure, and cannot be tampered with.

By virtue use of blockchain technology, the broker
(such as the bank) has been removed from cash transfer
transactions [18]. As a result, the cost of these transactions
was reduced as well as the risks associated with having
that broker. Blockchain technology has proven efficient,
and secure storage of transactions [19]. Originally the
blockchain was used for digital currency Bitcoin [20]. But
recently they are relied on it during various applications for
several purposes and implemented it on many platforms.

The blockchain is a special type of database, in which
data is replicated to all participating nodes on the network
instead of stored on a centralized server. Created appli-
cations called decentralized applications “DApp”, to take
advantage of this database in storing and retrieving data.
These applications do not depend on a central database, but
rather on decentralized databases based on the blockchain.
Therefore, there is no single point of control or failure [21].

In this approach, it is suggested to use blockchain
technology due to its proven reliability when it comes to
efficient and secure storage. Through the blockchain, the
video authentication is confirmed, and the tampered video
frames are revealed. This is done by including the hash of
the blockchain transaction in the video to be authenticated.
The exact details of the process will be explained in the
next section.

4. PROPOSED THE VIDEO AUTHENTICATION
METHOD
Content authentication is the technology by which the

user guarantees that the data received by him is original,
and has not been tampered with. For video validation, two
consecutive frames of the test video (let’s say they are A
and B) were taken as shown in Fig. 2. The edge detection
technique is then applied to each of the A and B frames
(Canny detector was used) to produce two binary images
as shown in Fig. 3 . Set the edge pixel newly appeared in
frame B away from the edge pixel of frame A as the edge
input pixel (EI). Also, the edge pixel that disappeared in
frame B away from the edge pixel of frame A was defined
as an edge output pixel (EO).

The difference between the two frames is measured by
calculating the difference between the sum of the input
edge, and the sum of the output edge (D1 = EI - EO).
This process repeated for each pair of test video frames, as
a result, a series of values for the difference between edges
of frames were obtained. That series of different values
were represented as a vector, as shown in Fig. 4. The edge
difference vector can be considered as a signature of the
video since it represents a unique feature of that video.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Input frame from video: (a) first frame A and (b) second
frame B

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Edge detection: (a) edges of the first frame A and (b) edges
of the second frame B

It is important to note that the signature extraction
process does not change the quality of the video in any way,
as these calculations are made to obtain the signature while
the video remains the same. Most of the methods in the
literature that depends on the signature for authentication
stop here, and rely on sending the signature encrypted in a
file with the video to be authenticated.

For this application, the blockchain provided by [22]
was used due to the big size of the blocks used. But
any other blockchain technology can be used that pro-
vides a large block size. To store data on the specific

Figure 4. Edge difference vector of the original video

Figure 5. Overview of the proposed video authentication

blockchain, an account is registered on their website
https://docs.originstamp.com/. After creating the account,
the user will be able to send transactions that carry the
signature of video to the network, which ensures that it
is not possible to manipulate this data by any malicious
party. Once the transaction is posted on the network, a
unique transaction ID consisting of 64 hexadecimal digits is
generated. The video signature can be found at any time on
the specified blockchain if one owns the transaction ID. The
transaction ID is also then included in a set of video frames.
The LSP algorithm was used to include the transaction ID
inside frames.

Fig. 5 is a scheme that shows the path proposed to
authentication the video.

To test the authenticity of the received video, one needs
to know where the transaction ID hides, to extract it. Then
one can search for the transaction on the blockchain to
retrieve the original copy of the signature. The signature
obtained from the blockchain is compared with the signature
extracted using the same algorithm from the video received.
It is declared that the received video is original, and did
not tamper with when the two signatures are identical. If
the video is tampered with, the signature values extracted
from the received video will differ from those stored on the
blockchain. This method can locate the tampered frames in
the video.

Fig. 6 shows the proposed method to ensure the integrity
of the submitted video.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Python was used to extract the video signature as well

as to embed the transaction ID inside the video frames
because it is supported by many libraries that facilitate
working with videos. To simulate the manipulation of video
authentication, testing was performed on AVI videos. It is
also possible to perform the authentication for any type of
video. To obtain the results, the video signature represented
by a vector of values was extracted, which was mentioned
in Fig. 4. Then these values were stored by the blockchain
to ensure that they were not tampered with. After that,
the blockchain transaction ID is embedded inside the video
frames, so that the user can find the original signature of the
video by transaction ID without return to the owner of the
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Figure 6. The proposed method to ensure the integrity of the
submitted video

video. Once the transaction ID was included in the video
frames, the video frames were tampered with by adding
salt and pepper noise, by a very small percentage (0.001).
Only the frames (4, 18, and 37) have been a modification,
shown in Fig.7 , which represents the frames before the
manipulation, and Fig. 8 , which shows the frames after the
attack. Fig. 9 shows the change in the signature vector after
modifying video frames.

The signature stored on the blockchain is retrieved by
looking up the transaction ID within the blockchain. Once
the signature is obtained from the blockchain, it is compared
to the signature extracted from the newly received video.
Spots of tampering in video frames can be detected where
the tampering appears in the frames (4, 18, 37), it can be
seen that the manipulation of a single frame affects two
values of the signature vector. . Due to the comparison of
the edges of Frame 3 with the edges of Frame 4 as well
as the comparison of the edges of Frame 4 with the edges
of Frame 5, the manipulation performed on Frame 4 will
affect two of the signature vector values.

The signature was extracted from the original video
(81157. 82370. 75494. 69590. 78498. 80672. 82254. 79649.
79963. 77741. 84869. 88883. 81059. 82514. 87479. 90495.
88517. 81152. 71432. 77418. 83559. 78446. 69353. 65642.
63174. 75788. 73191. 69636. 64346. 65149. 73755. 74164.
65085. 63054. 69173. 74624. 69745. 63125. 54147. 60626.
70669.).

And the signature extracted from the attacker’s video
(81157. 82370. 75494. 71973. 80700. 80672. 82254. 79649.
79963. 77741. 84869. 88883. 81059. 82514. 87479. 90495.
88517. 84336. 75455. 77418. 83559. 78446. 69353. 65642.
63174. 75788. 73191. 69636. 64346. 65149. 73755. 74164.
65085. 63054. 69173. 74624. 73417. 66140. 54147.

To facilitate the task of detecting tampered frames in a
video, an application has been created in Python to compare
the signature retrieved from the blockchain with the new
signature extracted from the video. If the frame is intact
and tamper-free, the difference between the two values
is denoted by 0, but if the frame is tampered with, the
difference between the two values is denoted by 1. Fig. 10
clearly shows the locations of the manipulation inside the
three video frames.

To further verify the system efficiency in detecting
tampered areas, the dimensions of the video frames were
changed without deletions or additions within the frame.
Using the proposed system, an edge difference vector was
generated for the original video, which is used to verify the
integrity of the video. Fig. 11 shows the first and last frames
of the original video. The edge difference vector has been
added to the blockchain database to prevent it from messing
around. Then the original video frames were attacked to
change the dimensions of the protected video frame. Fig.
12 shows the dimensions of the first and last frames after
the change. To prove the process of alteration made to
the video, a new edge difference vector was generated for
the video that was manipulated, that was received from
the sender. The tamper-proof edge difference vector is
then retrieved from the blockchain. Through the previous
Python software, in a few simple steps, the edge difference
vector generated for the video received from the sender is
compared with the edge difference vector downloaded from
the blockchain.

The signature was extracted from the original video:
(81157. 82370. 75494. 69590. 78498. 80672. 82254. 79649.
79963. 77741. 84869. 88883. 81059. 82514. 87479. 90495.
88517. 81152. 71432. 77418. 83559. 78446. 69353. 65642.
63174. 75788. 73191. 69636. 64346. 65149. 73755. 74164.
65085. 63054. 69173. 74624. 69745. 63125. 54147. 60626.
70669.).

And the signature extracted from the video that was
attacked: (51131. 55635. 53401. 50056. 54133. 51918.
55748. 56637. 56021. 53831. 56466. 59875. 56165. 56568.
57977. 58147. 60909. 57900. 52646. 54887. 55089. 52645.
50071. 50531. 46917. 48844. 48269. 48662. 43786. 44260.
47709. 49715. 45672. 44883. 47542. 44508. 44951. 42844.
36810. 40019. 43969.).

Through the comparison process, it has been proven that
all video frames have been tampered with due to the change
in the dimensions of these frames. Thus, the safety of video
frames from video manipulation attacks can be ensured,
as well as identification of those attacks without compro-
mising the accuracy of the video or changing its original
content. The vector of the signature values embedded in
the blockchain is drawn to ensure they are not tampered
with. A vector for the signature values extracted from the
received video has also been drawn. The locations of the
attacks on the video frames can be found by plotting the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. The frames before tampering: (a) frame no.4 (b) frame no.18 and (c) frame no.37

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. The frames after the attack: (a) frame no.4 (b) frame no.18 and (c) frame no.37

Figure 9. Edge difference vector for the attacked video.

difference vector between the two previous vectors. Fig. 13
shows the difference between the two vectors, showing that
the attacks affected all video frames.

Through previous experiences, it was proved that the
system can detect tampering spots inside video frames.
Also, a change in the length of the vector embedded in
the blockchain can detect attacks by which some frames

Figure 10. The difference between the two signatures to identify
which frames tampered with.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Frames from the original video: (a) first frame, and (b)
last frame
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(a) (b)

Figure 12. Frames from the video that was attacked: (a) first frame,
and (b) last frame

Figure 13. Compare vectors to locate attacks.

were added or deleted on the original video frames. Since
the increase in the values of the signature extracted from
the received video compared to the signature embedded in
the blockchain indicates that additional frames were inserted
within the original video. Also, the decrease in the signature
values indicates the presence of some frames that have been
deleted from within the original video.

Several videos have been downloaded from YouTube to
implement and test the proposed system. The results showed
that the proposed system can authenticate the video files
correctly with the ability to identify the places of tampering.
On the other hand, traditional methods of authenticating
video files require either reducing their quality or increasing
their size in addition to being time-consuming. While,
decentralization technology is safe and reliable, and it is an
effective tool for authenticating digital file content without
compromising video quality or increasing size.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new framework for video authentication

is proposed and identifies the places of manipulation based
on the blockchain. The signature extracted from the video
to be authenticated is published on the blockchain, based
on the difference in edges between the video frames. After
the video reaches the target, the original video signature is
retrieved from the blockchain, which will be compared to
the signature extracted from the received video. Changing
a single pixel within a video frame will change the value
in the vector. This ensuring the ability of detects small
manipulations with video frames. Also, a change in the
number of vector values indicates deletions and additions

of video frames, ensuring that video frames are preserved
without tampering. Finally, this research demonstrated the
potential to facilitate the task of detecting fraud and locating
manipulation within video frames.

As future work, a video authentication system could
be developed using Blockchain technology to authenticate
audio recordings and detect fraud. We expect the proposed
digital authentication system to improve the security of all
digital files, quickly, and easily will detect tampering sites.
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